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QUARTZ
HEATER
Model:
OR-QH20 (2000W)
OR-QH25 (2500W)

ENGLISH                  GB

220V   50Hz   2000W/2500W
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DEAR CUSTOMERS!
MANY THANKS FOR BUYING ORION QUARTZ HEATER!

We really believe you will get the greatest pleasure from using this device for the years!

Please, read the user’s guide in detail before first using of this quartz heater.

CAUTION

1. Do not position this heater immediately below or in front of a socket outlet.
2. This heater is hot when in use. To avoid bums, do not let bare skin touch hot surfaces. Let

the heater cool before moving. Keep combustible materials such as furniture, pillows,
bedding, papers, clothes and curtains at least 50cm from sides of the heater. Do not drape
laundry or any other items over the heater.

3. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (Including children) with reduced physical,
sensory and mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have
been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person
responsible for their safety.

4. Young children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
5. Always unplug the heater when not in use.
6. Do not operate any heater with a damaged cord or plug, or after the heater malfunctions,

has been dropped or is damaged in any manner. Return the heater to an authorized service
facility for examination.

7. Do not use the heater outdoors.
8. This heater is not intended for use in bathrooms, laundry areas or similar moist indoor

locations. Never locate the heater where it may fall into a bathtub or other water container.
9. Do not use this heater in the immediate surroundings of a bath, a shower or a swimming

pool.
10. Do not run the power cord under carpeting or cover the cord with throw rugs, runners or the

like. Arrange the cord away from traffic areas and where it will not be tripped over.
11. Do not place the cord over any part of the heater.
12. Do not plug this heater into an extension lead, double adapter or power board.
13. To disconnect the heater, set controls to OFF then remove the plug from the outlet.
14. To prevent a possible fire, do not block air intakes or exhausts in any manner.
15. Do not insert or allow foreign objects to enter any ventilation or exhaust opening as this

may cause an electric shock, fire or could damage the heater.
16. This heater has hot electrical parts inside. DO NOT use it in areas where gasoline, paint or

flammable liquids are used or stored.
17. Use the heater only as described in this booklet. Any other use not recommended by the

manufacturer may cause fire, electric shock or injury to persons.
18. Always uncoil the power cord before applying power.
19. This product must always be used AND STORED in the upright position.
20. If the supply cord is damaged, the cord must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service

agent or similarly qualified persons In order to avoid a hazard.
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PARTS

LIFT STAFF

The lift staff is inserted into the base pole. When starting to lift the staff, firstly unscrew the
locking ring, then draw out the staff to the wanted height and screw the locking ring back tightly,
If you want shorten the height, just reverse the above the procedure.

HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE HEATER

1. Firstly, spread the tripod.
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2. When starting to fix the heating body, make sure all the screw poles fitted in the 2 brackets
on the top of lift staff are tight enough, You can use a tool to tighten the screw cap, refer to
the image below:

3. After fixing the 2 brackets, you are ready to install the heating body.  There are 4 screw
caps at the back of heating body, (refer below image), taking out the 4 screws, let the 4
holes on the 2 brackets align to the 4 screw caps respectively, then use screwdriver to infix
the screws to drill through the bracket hole and screw cap.

4. To ensure the heating body is in the right position, please make sure the power cord set is
hanging downwards from the bottom left of the unit

5. Note: when installing the heating body on the brackets, make sure the lift staff is at the
midpoint of length of heating body.

FOR WALL MOUNTED USE
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OPERATION

1. Place the heater on a level surface in a stable upright position, Make certain the power
switch is in the "OFF (0)"position.

2. Unwind the power cord and plug your heater into a standard domestic socket outlet.
3. To switch on the heater. Turn the switch to "on" position.
4. To switch off the heater. Turn the switch to "off position.
5. After use, turn off the switch and pull out power cord.

CARE AND CLEANING

1. Before cleaning, ensure that the heater is switched   in   the   off position   and   is
unplugged from the socket, allowing it to COOL thoroughly.

2. Clean the exterior surfaces of the heater with a dry. Soft cloth.
3. Never   use any form of detergents   or solvents to clean the heater.
4. Never spray with liquids or submerge in liquids or water.
5. DO NOT attempt to clean the interior of the heater.
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6. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO OPEN THE CASE OF THIS HEATER at any time. There are no
consumer serviceable parts inside this unit.

7. When the heater is stored during the off season, neatly wind the cord around the base of
the heater to prevent any damage to the cord.

SPECIFICATIONS

Model: OR-QH20 OR-QH25
Rated Voltage: 220V~50 Hz 220V~50 Hz
Operating Output: 2000 W 2500 W

Extra information on ORION company web-site www.orion.ua
We take your opinion and offers by E-mail support@orion.ua
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